rocky gully access track/s project

A rocky gully runs into Cumberland River from the west not far north of the camping
ground, reaching smaller and then larger falls (above left) almost directly below Langdale
Pike (above right), and directly visible from Castle Rock (below left) lookout on the other
side of the river, before forking into two upper gullies which wrap around an unnamed peak
(below right) on an east-west ridge which divides the valley between Langdale Pike and
Mouth Defiance, as shown on map (bottom of fourth page).

There are no longer any well defined tracks from Cumberland River to Langdale Pike,
although it can be accessed by bush-bashing the ridge lines from the high point on the river
track above Jebbs Pool. West of Langdale Pike there is still a partly obscured track which
joins the Cumberland Track beyond Mount Defiance summit. along which entry to the
larger upper gully can be made, but that is already quite a hike before tackling the trip back
down the gully.
Getting past the big fall is also tricky, involving a side track south across a steep slope to a
tributary gully which breaks the corner of the big fall cliff from where a rough descent can
finish up above or below the lower fall. Those routes are even more difficult in the up hill
direction.

However the big fall is not that far from the camping ground in a straight line, so there had
to be a better way to get into the upper gully, although it took a longer route (via much
more than what is pictured above) into the upper gully, without enough daylight left to risk
the trip past the falls, to provoke trying to find a once-suggested alternate route back to the
old logging track marked on maps as Cumberland Track, the Ocean Road entrance (below
left) to which has long been superceded by an entrance from the camp playground (below
right). Cumberland Track continues towards (overleaf, top left) and beyond the Mount
Definance summit to join Wye River Road via Curtis "Road" (overleaf, top right) on its
way to the Mt Sabine (ridge) Road.

Once clear of the steep south side of the rocky gully above its big fall,
following the ridge line upwards to Cumberland Track proved so simple
and quick that establishing a marked track there started to look doable.

The primary objective would be safe access from around 20 minutes steepish walk up
Cumberland Track to the rocky gully above the big fall, most likely below or at the upper
gully fork (above) but if necessary into the smaller gully (below left) below its fall (below
right).

Save for identifying a safe access out of the south sude of that stretch of gully, it has been
established that following ridgss upward gets back to the old logging track quite quickly.

There may be only one spot where those ridges momentarily level out, a spot marked by a
very solid tall straight white-trunked gum on which I have crudely scatched a II mark on
the up-ridge side well above eye level (below left and centre).

The up-ridge track from the marked gum can make use of a fallen forked white gum (above
right) on the way to hitting the logging track at a nondescript point (below left) but there is
likely to be a more direct route a bit down slope which picks up the logging track closer to
a very conspicuous bend (below right, looking back towards The Brothers).

Heading off track and down ridge from that bend takes you into an area of narrowing ridges
and deepening gullies with an outlook initially across the river valley towards The Brothers
(above) and Castle Rock (below left) before finding yourself almost above the main rocky
gully falls (below right, bottom left, views from large fallen tree), from where looking and
following around to the left finds you just below the cliffs of Langdale Pike (bottom right).

Beyond the track into the upper gully, it should be possible to mark nearby tracks into the
side gully/ies which provides route/s below the main gully falls and possibly into the
smaller upper gully above its falls, maybe all from a track junction near the marked tree.

